
DECEMBER 12
Lesson 3: The Law of The Spirit (Romans 7:25-8:4)

25 Thanks be to God, who delivers me through Jesus Christ our Lord!

So then, I myself in my mind am a slave to God’s law, but in my sinful nature a slave to the law of sin.

8 1 Therefore, there is now no condemnation for those who are in Christ Jesus, 2 because through
Christ Jesus the law of the Spirit who gives life has set you free from the law of sin and death. 3 For what
the law was powerless to do because it was weakened by the flesh, God did by sending his own Son in
the likeness of sinful flesh to be a sin offering. And so he condemned sin in the flesh, 4 in order that the
righteous requirement of the law might be fully met in us, who do not live according to the flesh but
according to the Spirit.

MAIN GOAL
The victory was never in the flesh, but our victory is found in The Spirit.

LESSON SUMMARY
The belief that our works determine our salvation permeates through society. Most major religions rely heavily
on one’s deeds. A common understanding for those who believe in the afterlife is some element of our works
creating a righteousness in us - meaning if we do just enough good (or more good than bad), then we will go to
heaven.

This is the battle that wages war in our very souls! I want to do good, but I don’t. I hate the evil that I do, but I
still do it! This is the life of anyone who doesn’t have salvation… and it’s the life of those who have salvation.
We constantly battle between the knowledge of good and evil. BUT there’s a new law at work… a different law
that doesn’t involve itself in the world of the flesh. It doesn’t require good deeds (they’ve already been given
through Jesus), but instead requires submission. In becoming a “slave” to this law, we find no condemnation
and freedom from the war that is battling in our flesh. Because of Jesus Christ, we have been set free from the
law of sin and death!



COMMENTARY
The Sinful Nature
Sarx is the Greek word for “flesh”. The NIV translates this as
both flesh and sinful nature in Chapters 7-8. The difficulty in
giving this word two different definitions, causes use to read
the passages in sections, not as a whole. For instance, most
of us read verses 13-25 as a section. About the struggle
between God’s Law and our sinful nature. But just before in
verse 5, the NIV goes with the word flesh.

Within Romans 7-8, the Greek word sarx is used 16 times!
And here’s why it’s important:
The Flesh and The Spirit are held in opposition to each other. The Flesh which is consumed by the battle
between God’s Law and the Law of Sin can only find freedom in a NEW law… the Law of the Spirit - which
doesn’t operate in the realm of the flesh.

The Law of the Spirit
Paul referenced something new in 7:4 when speaking of how Jesus released us from the chains of The Law.
He says that “we serve in the new way of the Spirit”. What is this Spirit? What is this new way?

The Spirit Paul is referring to is The Holy Spirit. Up to this point, there hasn’t been much reference to the
working of the Holy Spirit, but now Paul is about to go crazy! As Douglas J. Moo suggests, “possessing the
Holy Spirit is the mark of being a new covenant believer…”

As it pertains to the New Way, we will be spending the month of January going over Romans 8 which goes in
depth on how one lives according to the new way of the Spirit. As a precursor, though, we see that we no
longer have condemnation (vv.1-4); the Holy Spirit indwells us (vv. 5-13); we are adopted into God’s family (vv.
14-17); destined for resurrection and glory (vv. 18-30); and full of hope (vv. 31-39).

No Condemnation
Judgement and condemnation are often confused. Judgement makes a conclusion based on the data or
information. It’s not wrong to judge. We do it everyday. We must make judgments on the best way to work, on

what to eat for dinner, etc. But when we draw conclusions where
there isn’t enough data or there isn’t certainty, then we must be very
careful. That’s why condemnation isn’t our responsibility as
Christians. Condemnation is a form of judgement in that a conclusion
is drawn on a person’s salvation. It is not ours to conclude, but it is
God’s. Therefore that form of judgement isn’t necessary for the
believer - though it is extremely necessary to God.

What the Law of the Spirit provides us is no condemnation. This
means we are no longer condemned for our sin by God. We are no
longer held responsible for our sin, rather it is Jesus Christ who
willingly took that responsibility upon himself. The assurance we

receive from our submission to Jesus Christ is a future with hope, freedom, and eternal life.

If we look at 8:3, however, notice where condemnation is directed. God through Jesus Christ has lifted the
condemnation due to Christians and placed it upon sin in the flesh (sarx). God, in his justice (which we can



remember from chapter 3), never relents from his condemnation. Rather, He directs his condemnation toward
that which is corrupted and needs to be eradicated -  sin in our flesh.

This is a reference to what Paul has said in the past chapters. We must die to the law (7:4) - getting rid of the
flesh. We also died to sin (6:2) when we united ourselves to Jesus in his death. We have adopted his death as
our own, thus removing the penalty of condemnation for our sin.

Quick Note:
There were certain sects in the early Christian communities that saw this separation of flesh and spirit
as a problem. Therefore, they sought to remove their fleshly desires. They would often hurt their
bodies, deny themselves of basic needs and more to teach the body to not have control. This was a
misunderstanding of Paul’s words. Paul was more concerned about identity and where our identity if
found, rather than giving our flesh a foothold. These communities were also considered heresies
because of their confusion of good deeds. Their salvation was still dependent on themselves doing right
as opposed to Christ who did right for them.

Good and Bad
From The Fall of humanity, the problem of Good and Bad has plagued us. God wanted to spare us from
judgement. He wanted to spare us from knowing sin, yet in our stubbornness we chose our own way. In doing

so, humankind was plagued by sin and even though we were given something
as beautiful as The Law from God, our sinful nature (flesh) finds a way to
corrupt it.

Chapters 7-8 have been speaking a lot to works based righteousness. The idea
that if you do enough good, then God will let you into heaven. Or the idea that if
you do more good than bad then you get into heaven. This, however, is not the
promise laid out for the Christian in Romans 8. The promise is no more
worrying about our salvation. Through Jesus sacrifice, our eternity is set in
stone as long as we live according to the Spirit.

How do we live?
The closing statement in our passage addresses how one lives. Either one lives according to the flesh, or one
lives according to the Spirit. Think through the context of the previous chapters. The law of sin and of God both
rely heavily on the flesh. Even though the God’s Law was given to us from God… it was still given to us, who
are in the flesh which ultimately led to the corruption of The Law. Of the three laws, two are linked to the flesh.

On the flip side, to live according to the Spirit means to live in freedom. Freedom from the war battling inside of
us. Freedom from the weight carried by our guilt and shame. If we die with Christ, then we are dying to the
flesh and have chosen to let the Spirit reign within us.

So when Paul makes a reference to how one lives… he’s making a reference to what standard one is choosing
to operate in life from. If your standard is the one of flesh, then good vs. evil is VERY important to you.
Doing good becomes important because it’s where your salvation comes from.

However, if your standard by which you operate comes from the Spirit. You are already guaranteed salvation
from the seal of the spirit living in you! You are promised an eternal life! So, though, good and bad are
important, in God’s kingdom they no longer have the effect they used to - for they have died along with you and
Jesus. Yet Jesus Christ has been resurrected as will you and I!



LESSON STRUCTURE
In this series we will be taking a more “structured” approach to each evening. Each evening will open with a
15-20 minute lesson from P. Josh. This will be with the whole group. From there, we will then split up into three
groups: 7-8th Grades. 9-10th Grades. 11-12th Grades. Each grade will spend approximately 20 minutes each
at three different stations (described below).

Much of what we do on each night is heavily dependent upon time. If we can remain within that structure, then
we will be able to accomplish all we need to accomplish. Each Sunday evening we will have a designated
time-keeper who will help us move from each component to the next.

MAIN GATHERING OUTLINE(6:15-6:45PM)
For more information on what Josh is going to speak about, check out the video for this week’s lesson.

● Recap (The Battle of the Flesh - Law vs. Sin)
● Grip 6 Belt Analogy (realizing I had been doing it wrong all along)
● Good Deeds (The Battle of the Flesh) vs. The Law of the Spirit
● No Condemnation
● Freedom! (Forrest Gump running scene)

STATIONS (6:45-8PM)
For the remainder of our time, students will be broken into three groups by grade: 7th and 8th; 9th and 10th;
11th and 12th. These three groups will cycle between three 20 minute long stations to help build community
and understanding of the week's popular verse. Included in the half-hour is travel time between each station.
Each station is also run by a facilitator.

ACTIVITY (20min) - Great Room
This will be a time of fun and interaction. It will be a sport, a game, or some form of action that brings
students together and allows them to enjoy their evening. Leaders realize this will be activities targeting a
smaller group of people. We’re looking at 4-10 people.

QUESTION & RESPONSE / PRAYER (20min) - Gathering Area
The following questions are ideas to get you started. You can use them, reword them, or not. It’s up to
you.

Open with Prayer Requests:

Questions to Remember
● If God’s Law and the Law of Sin are in a constant battle over our flesh, why is the Law of the Spirit so

important?
● Paul says there’s “no condemnation” in Christ Jesus. What does that mean?
● We are told that we are “set free” if we live according to the Spirit. What does it mean to be set free

from sin and death?
● Often living according to the flesh means we have to do more good than bad to get to heaven. Or it

means that we must do just enough good deeds. Why doesn’t that work in Christianity? Or for eternity
in general?

Questions to Apply
● There are those who live according to the flesh and those who live according to the spirit. What is the

difference? Which do you think most people live by? How do you live?
● How does the freedom given from the Spirit allow us to live for Christ?



● If we live according to the Spirit, why do we do good deeds? Why do we help others?

APPLICATION (20min) - Room 6
This section provides an idea or two for leading this group through an activity or object lesson to talk about
this week's topic. By no means must you do any of the ideas below.

Ideas:
1. Use rope to wind around people (not terribly tight, but tight enough to feel bound). Then use scissors to

cut that person loose. Talk about the tension they felt, but also the feeling of freedom that follows.
2. We have handcuffs at church. As students enter, put cuffs on a few students, then have them do simple

tasks and see how difficult it is to do these tasks with their hands bound. Release them, and talk about
the freedom received when we are released from the war of sin and death.

STATION SEQUENCE

GRADE STATION 1 STATION 2 STATION 3

7th/8th Application Activity Q & R/Prayer

9th/10th Activity Q & R/Prayer Application

11th/12th Q & R/Prayer Application Activity


